BUILT FOR
PERFORMANCE

DESIGNED
IN AUSTRALIA
FOR CLEANERS
OF THE WORLD
Pacvac’s commercial backpack vacuum cleaners are the
professional cleaning industry’s number one choice for high
performance products.
All models feature high level filtration and when coupled with
Pacvac’s unique airflow systems, deliver ultimate suction
performance.
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The clear dome lid assists cyclonic
flow which keeps dust particles in
motion and maintains maximum airflow.
Provides clear visibility when full.

Two reusable and easy to clean SMS
Hypercone TM cloth dust bags included.
Provides optimum levels of filtration.

Hypercone TM HEPA rated filter
delivers consistent airflow, higher
levels of suction and motor longevity
for a cleaner environment.

Premium quality motor ensures
ultimate suction power, longevity,
reliability and optimal perfomance.

Ergonomically designed, our
unique body moulded frame and
adjustable harness increases
comfort and promotes correct
posture for the user.

Premium quality materials
and thick padding ensure the
harness provides ultimate
‘wearable’ comfort and
breathability.

Images are for illustration purposes only.
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BACKPACK
VACUUMS
Commercial Grade

2 Year Warranty (body and motor)

Easy Maintenance

Ergonomic Harness

Lightweight

Premium Airflow

Low Noise

Premium Quality Motor
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Superpro battery 700

Superpro 700

Superpro micron 700

Superpro trans 700

ADVANCED

Accessories for Each Model
2 piece chrome wand
Combination floor tool (all surfaces)
Crevice tool
Dusting brush
Upholstery tool

The Superpro battery 700 Advanced has
been designed with leading-edge battery
power and brushless motor technology,
delivering a superior combination of freedom,
efficiency and productivity.

The Superpro 700 is Pacvac’s flagship
backpack vacuum. This vacuum provides
users with the perfect balance of comfort,
durability and efficiency.

The Superpro micron 700 is our HEPA
rated high grade filtration vacuum that traps
99.999% of fine dust particles. The sealable
dust bag guarantees dust and bacteria are
disposed of with minimal exposure to the user.

The Superpro trans 700 is designed for use
on large transportation vessels which utilise
a 400 Hertz power supply, such as planes,
ships and trains.

Key Features
Versatile cordless all-rounder

Key Features
Versatile all-rounder

Key Features
High grade HEPA filtration

Key Features
400Hz power supply for transportation
vessels

Motor

300W single stage flow-through 36V BLDC

900W two stage flow-through

900W two stage flow-through

850W two stage flow-through/120V/400Hz

Noise Level (at 1.5m)

67dB(A)

70.2dB(A)

69.8dB(A)

63dB(A)

Filtration

4 stage, HEPA rated HyperconeTM filter

4 stage, HEPA rated HyperconeTM filter

4 stage, HEPA rated high grade filter

4 stage, HEPA rated HyperconeTM filter

Volumetric Airflow (max.)

33L/s

53L/s

48L/s

36L/s

Capacity

5L

5L

5L

5L

Weight

5.7kg (with battery pack ex. hose)

5.2kg (ex. power cord assembly and hose)

5.3kg (ex. power cord assembly and hose)

5.1kg (ex. power cord assembly and hose)

Power Source

Rechargeable battery (2 sets incl.)

Mains - 18m cord

Mains - 18m cord

Mains - 18m cord

Warranty

2 years on body and motor
1 year on batteries and charger
2 reusable bags
5 disposable bags

2 years on body and motor

2 years on body and motor

2 years on body and motor

2 reusable bags
5 disposable bags

2 reusable bags
5 disposable bags

2 reusable bags
5 disposable bags

Additional for Battery Model
2 sets of batteries
(Up to 45min run time per set)
1 Charger
(1h 45min charge time)

Specifications

Dust Bags
ErP Testing Results

Energy Class 		
Yearly Consumption (kWh/year)
Sound Power dB(A)		
Dust Pickup (carpet)		
Dust Pickup (hardfloor)
Dust Emission		

C
35.9
79.4
E
D
E

Energy Class 		
Yearly Consumption (kWh/year)
Sound Power dB(A)		
Dust Pickup (carpet)		
Dust Pickup (hardfloor)
Dust Emission		

C
35.2
77.2
E
B
C

Subject to change without notice. Please allow variances for testing equipment and conditions.
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SUPERPRO
BATTERY 700
ADVANCED
Pacvac’s battery backpack vacuum is the ultimate in
convenience and freedom, reducing cleaning time by up to
30%* when compared to a corded backpack vacuum.
The ergonomic configuration makes this one of the lightest
and most comfortable battery backpacks on the market.
*Reference: The Official ISSA 612 Cleaning Times & Tasks; The Worldwide Cleaning Association.
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YEAR

YEAR

WARRANTY

WARRANTY

BODY
and
MOTOR
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BATTERIES
and
CHARGER

BRUSHLESS LONGLIFE MOTOR
The high efficiency brushless motor provides superior power, resulting in
enhanced performance, longer motor life and durability.

Increased motor life
Increased durability
Increased efficiency

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY TECHNOLOGY
The lithium-ion battery utilises advanced technology to provide more power,
longer run time and faster charging, which improves overall performance and
durability.
Provided with two sets of rechargeable lithium-ion battery packs, to keep you
cleaning longer. One set is required for machine operation and the other is
conveniently supplied to increase overall run time.

Easy to read fuel gauge
Convenient slide pack battery design
Charging time: 1h 45min (per set)
Run time: up to 45min per set (2 sets incl.)

Images are for illustration purposes only.
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PEACE OF MIND
Like any true professional, Pacvac takes great pride in delivering
quality products, excellent after sales service and most importantly,
peace of mind to our customers.
As the manufacturer, we set ourselves apart by bringing ourselves
closer to you. Pacvac’s team of dedicated professionals are
available to assist with any matter and provide exceptional service
and support directly to our customers.
This support is further enhanced by our extensive Authorised
Distributor network who provide ongoing product advice and the
highest level of service.
Our role is to ensure we deliver excellence in all areas. We are
confident that the products, service and support that Pacvac
provides will deliver exactly that.

NZ 09 579 1117, 09 580 1467
sales@hiltonvacuums.co.nz
AU 1 300 648 166, 1 300 739 410
sales@hiltonvacuums.com.au
www.hiltonvacuums.com

